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Abstract: The development of technologies associated with the fourth industrial revolution is

rapid. Construction 4.0 represents the architecture, engineering, construction and operations

industries exploration of new technologies, equivalent to Industry 4.0 for the manufacturing industry.

These concepts address multiple perspectives besides the technological, such as management and

processes. The purpose of this study was to investigate to what extent research regarding construction

projects addresses information and communication, automatisation or industrialisation technologies.

A scoping review was the method used to perform a quantitative analysis of over two thousand

journal papers published from 2015 onwards. The results show that new technologies are addressed

separately, while synergy studies are uncommon. Longitudinal analyses show that there was no

significant increase in journal papers concerning new technologies from 2015 to 2019. Information and

communication was the search criterion with the least number of papers found. The environmental

perspective of new technologies was present but the least common from 2019 to 2020. Hence,

this review shows that there is an extensive research gap regarding Construction 4.0 technologies

in the context of construction projects. Studies regarding synergy and environmental effects of

new technologies should increase to start the progress towards a successful entry into the fourth

industrial revolution.

Keywords: construction 4.0; information and communication technology; automated construction;

industrial construction; project management

1. Introduction

The technical development towards the fourth industrial revolution will change many industries.

Digitisation and automation technologies are explored within Industry 4.0 by the manufacturing

industry to find beneficial effects and improve processes [1,2]. Construction 4.0 is the equivalent

exploration of new technologies in the Architecture, Engineering, Construction and Operations (AECO)

industry [3]. In the context of construction projects, the value of digital processes, automation and

industrialised construction is still essentially unexplored [4]. Digital processes enable increased control

over configurations and can transfer knowledge globally. Definition of configurations based on data

from operational use can prolong building lifecycles and increase usability [5]. Automated construction

methods can improve efficiency and accuracy during production [6]. In the world, the construction

industry accounts for 11% of the overall emissions and 6% of the energy consumption [7]. Consumption

of non-metallic minerals in the construction industry accounts for two thirds of the total resource

extraction [8]. Construction 4.0 technologies have the potential to prevent unnecessary construction

work and prolong lifecycles, which United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) identifies as

essential to reduce the AECO industry environmental impact [7].
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The concepts of Industry 4.0 and Construction 4.0 entail not only new technologies but also aspects

such as organisations, management and processes [4]. There are many challenges in implementing

new technologies since it will require extensive changes in business models and require new skills [9].

Initially, the application of new technologies and the transformation of procedures are resource-intensive.

Therefore, potential benefits must be identified to provide an incentive for the AECO industry to

apply new technology [10]. Managers of construction projects encounter technologies used in facility

management, planning, design, construction and at handover. Construction projects must consequently

consider synergy effects and assure minimal environmental impact in the integration of different

techniques. In this study, the focus is on technologies relevant to construction projects. Three groups

of Construction 4.0 technologies were analysed: information and communication, automatisation and

industrialisation. The aim of this study was to investigate the presence of these techniques in research

concerning construction projects. An extensive literature review was conducted to analyse more than

two thousand journal papers from 2015 onwards.

2. Background

Construction project management starts with the analysis of large amounts of functional

requirement data, which should be transferred to measurable acceptance criteria before designers’

starts to develop solutions [11]. Artificial intelligence technologies that process and learn from a

large amount of data can optimise the transition of functions to design solutions. This can make

the development of building configurations more evidence-based and less dependent on implicit

knowledge [12]. Digital processes and automated construction require the establishment of realisation

methods before production starts and verification of fulfilment until delivery. Assigning feasible

production methods to each design solution can reduce inefficiency and the number of changes

during construction [13]. Verification of the end-product performance is mainly performed as built in

construction projects [14]. However, continuous digital processing of building data from planning

to handover can identify deviations and thereby prevent unnecessary rework. Digital information

about the building configuration is today part of the delivery to the client. Incorrect information

may have long-term implications for building performance, which affects operational use, asset and

facility management [5]. Information and communication in combination with automatisation or

industrialisation technologies may have synergy effects in construction projects. For example, detailed

and accurate building information is a prerequisite for implementing robot techniques [15].

2.1. Construction 4.0

Industry 4.0 was initiated to explore how the manufacturing industry could benefit from

the integration and implementation of new technologies. The concept is broad and considers

many aspects of interdisciplinary technologies and collaborations, which is imperative to achieve

continuous automation through different processes [4]. Integration of technologies should be

considered from several perspectives, such as horizontal (network between organisations), vertical

(interrelating technologies within organisations) and end-to-end (interrelating technologies through

entire processes) [16]. Construction projects encounter challenges that complicate all aspects of

integration. The AECO industry is fragmented and has sequential processes, which complicates

horizontal and vertical integration of networks with full transparency and integration [17]. End-to-end

integration is complex since diverse organisations must agree on how their different technologies can

be combined [18]. The research regarding Construction 4.0 is mainly on a conceptual level and focus

on new applications of existing technologies. There are few studies on realisation and the perspective

of management and organisations [10].

2.2. Information and Communication Technologies

In construction projects, the incremental development of configurations causes inefficiency and

precludes flow of information. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) can digitally
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process large amounts of data and make it accessible throughout construction projects. In real time,

the information defining the product should always be reliable and correct [19]. Studies on digital

processes in the AECO industry are often associated with Building Information Modelling (BIM),

but Construction 4.0 includes other digital technologies that can improve processes in construction

projects. Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), 5G and augmented reality are technologies

that can be beneficial. Construction projects have issues with the insufficient definition of functional

requirements [20]. Use of data from operational use can make client decisions regarding functions

information based. Augmented reality provides an opportunity for stakeholders to test functionality in

the design phase [21]. In addition, visualisation techniques can transfer knowledge to end-users in the

handover phase [5]. Verification of the product configuration is often performed late in construction

projects, which precludes proactive measures to prevent deviations [22]. Digital processes using

acceptance values as conditions enables continuous monitoring and control of building performance in

construction projects [23]. Knowledge transfer, decision making and efficiency can improve by using

AI to analyse large amounts of data from design, construction and operational use of buildings [24].

Data from IoT sensors can contribute to an optimisation of building configurations and proactive

activities in operational use [4]. The implementation of 5G networks offers fast and reliable connections,

enabling the use of digital technology in remote construction sites [25].

2.3. Automated and Industrial Techniques

The production methods are determined gradually and success is often dependent on implicit

knowledge of individuals in construction projects [26]. This work process will be obsolete

with automated construction since predefined products and customised production methods are

required [27]. Automated construction includes different techniques, such as prefabrication of building

parts, ready-made modules and robot techniques. Processes associated with these technologies are

similar to those of the manufacturing industry; the products should be developed, defined and

associated with realisation technologies before production starts [28]. The construction industry is

already using prefabricated building parts and modules, which enable development and testing

before realisation. Efficiency during construction can potentially increase with prefabricated parts or

modules produced off site [6]. Production of building parts on or off site with 3D printing of different

materials (i.e., additive manufacturing) can adapt and optimise constructions for specific purposes [3].

Development of robot technologies that can operate in unstructured environments facilitates use

on construction sites. Moreover, the use of 5G networks allows for connections between different

robot systems to form a production chain [15]. Repetitive construction procedures, such as building

masonry walls, can be performed with robots instead of manual labour [29]. Combining different

automated production methods can customise the realisation of a building and thereby reduce the risk

for product deviation.

2.4. Environmental Perspective of New Technologies

Design solutions that are not connected to measurable functions [11] or feasible production

methods [14] increase unnecessary construction work and the environmental impact. The use of

digital processes combined with reverse engineering reduces rework in renovation projects [30].

Use of AI techniques enables analyses of data to make reliable calculations of construction material

consumption [31]. This knowledge provides an opportunity for proactive measures to reduce

environmental impact. Automated construction requires the establishment of realisation methods

before production starts. Assigning feasible production methods to each design solution can reduce

unnecessary construction work due to deviations from the intended end-product [13]. The use of digital

processes in combination with automated construction can identify any deviations and improve control

over building configurations [32]. During production, digital processes and automated technologies can

improve efficiency and reduce rework. Reduction of unnecessary construction work is an essential factor

for the AECO industry to fulfil societal requirements on environmental sustainability [7]. The potential
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effects of information and communication, automatisation and industrialisation technologies are

diverse. To summaries this section, Figure 1 shows how the construction 4.0 technologies addressed in

this study may affect project management and environmental impact.

 

Figure 1. The potential effects of new technologies on project management and the environment.

3. Objectives

The AECO industry is at the beginning of exploring how technologies of the fourth industrial

revolution can be used to optimise different aspects, such as the management of construction projects.

This study explores the presence of information and communication, automatisation or industrialisation

technologies related to project management and environmental impact. The aim was to conduct a

quantitative literature review to answer the following research questions (RQ):

RQ1. To what extent do construction project studies address subjects associated with information and

communication, automatisation or industrialisation technologies?

RQ2. To what extent are environmental phrases present in studies concerning information and

communication, automatisation or industrialisation technologies and construction projects?

4. Materials and Methods

The method used was a scoping review using quantitative analysis of papers to establish numbers

and presence of phrases. Scoping reviews is suitable for overviews of key concepts and research gaps

of emerging areas [33]. Therefore, this method was chosen to examine the topic of information and

communication, automatisation or industrialisation technologies in construction projects. The concept

of Construction 4.0 covers many perspectives. However, this study limited the scope to the technologies

applicable in the management of construction projects; information and communication, automatisation

and industrialisation. Table 1 shows the search criteria used in the databases of Scopus (Elsevier) and

Web of Science (Clarivate Analytics) to identify relevant literature.

Table 1. The criteria with keywords used to search for journal papers in selected databases.

Criteria Words

C1 Construction AND
Project AND

Information AND
Communication

C2 Construction AND
Project AND

Automation OR
Industrial

C3 Construction AND
Project AND

Management

The aim was to investigate how many research papers concerning construction projects that address

information and communication, automatisation or industrialisation technologies from 2015 to 2020
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using the criteria C1 and C2. In addition, the C3 search criterion was used to examine if research about

construction project management addresses these technologies. Figure 2 shows the overall design of the

literature review. Separate analyses for each search group were conducted in the text analysis.

 






Figure 2. Flow diagram of the implementation of the literature review.

The following base criteria for the search was chosen to ensure a common level of quality for

included papers:

• Journal papers published from 2015 and onwards

• Peer-reviewed journal papers written in English

• Search criteria present (see Table 1)

• Papers published in the ten Scopus indexed journals with most search findings

Analysis of 2342 unique journal papers was conducted, some of which belonged to more than

one search group (i.e., C1, C2 and C3) [34] (Supplementary Materials). The abstracts of all included

papers were analysed to find key phrases. In scoping reviews, the purpose is to explore the presence of

a specific topic without assessing the quality of the included papers [33].

However, two quality parameters were used in this study as base criteria for the journals,

peer-review and Scopus index. All Scopus indexed journals are quality assured once a year regarding

six quality parameters; self-citation rate, total citation rate, CiteScore, number of articles, full-text and

abstract extraction on Scopus.com. Moreover, there are continuous scans for outlier journals and the

research community can report concerns about publishers or journals [35]. Table 2 presents the journals

containing the included papers.

Papers published in 2019 or 2020 that fulfilled two search criteria from Table 1 (n = 102) were

included in the full text analysis. Use of standardised protocols in MATLAB Text Analytics Toolbox [36]

improved reliability by ensuring repeatability and reduced observer bias. The following text was

preprocessed before analysing the papers to increase reliability:

• Punctuation removed

• Conversion of all text to lowercase

• Textual sequences were broken down into tokens

• Dates, symbols, single letters, names

• Non relevant words were excluded
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Table 2. The journals of the included papers.

Journal Publisher ISSN eISSN

Automation in Construction Elsevier 0926-5805 1872-7891
Buildings MDPI 2075-5309

Built Environment Project and Asset Management Emerald 2044-124X 2044-1258
Construction Innovation Emerald 1471-4175 1477-0857

Construction Management and Economics Taylor & Francis 0144-6193 1466-433X
Engineering Construction and Architectural Management Emerald 0969-9988 1365-232X

International Journal of Construction Education and Research Taylor & Francis 1557-8771 1550-3984
International Journal of Construction Management Taylor & Francis 1562-3599

International Journal of Project Management Elsevier 0263-7863
Journal of Civil Engineering and Management Taylor & Francis 1392-3730 1822-3605

Journal of Cleaner Production Elsevier 0959-6526 1879-1786
Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering ASCE 0887-3801

Journal of Construction Engineering and Management ASCE 0733-9364 1943-7862
Journal of Engineering Design and Technology Emerald 1726-0531

Journal of Intelligent and Robotic Systems Springer Nature 0921-0296 1573-0409
Journal of Management in Engineering ASCE 0742-597X 1943-5479

KSCE Journal of Civil Engineering Springer Nature 1226-7988 1976-3808
Resources, Conservation and Recycling Elsevier 0921-3449 1879-0658

Sustainability MDPI 2071-1050

The validity of a scoping review is dependent on the choice of search criteria and key phrases.

The developed standardised method can ensure accuracy in different contexts since exchange of

phrases is possible. Figure 3 shows the MATLAB protocol used for the word count of the texts.







 
Figure 3. The protocol used for the overall word count of the texts.

Figure 4 shows the protocol used in MATLAB to find most common single and two word

combinations in titles, abstracts or full text. To find all occurrences in the specific search for Construction

4.0 technology and environmental terms, the stem word with an asterisk (*) at the end was used when

applicable to include all endings.
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Figure 4. The protocol used for text analysis of words and phrases.

5. Results

The result of this quantitative review shows that studies regarding Construction 4.0 technologies

are not frequently in construction project research. In addition, there has been no significant increase

from 2015 onwards of research regarding the rapidly developing technologies associated with the

fourth industrial revolution. Papers addressing information and communication (C1) or automation

and industrialisation (C2) in the context of construction projects were few compared to those concerning

management (C3). Studies considering two or three of the search criteria were uncommon, with C2

and C3 being the most frequent combination, as Figure 5 shows.
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Figure 5. The number of papers per search criteria and combinations of them.

Figure 6 presents the nineteen journals that published the included papers. Of them, seven of

those contained all search criteria, while eight contained only one.

 

Figure 6. The journals where the included papers were published, presented per search criteria.

In general, few journals contained papers from the C1 and C2 group. The findings presented in

Figures 5 and 6 both indicate that techniques associated with Construction 4.0 are mainly studied

separately. The potential synergy effects of technologies within information and communication,

automatisation or industrialisation are therefore rarely considered.

The number of papers per criteria and publishing year is shown in Figure 7; note that papers from

2020 are excluded since the whole year cannot be reported. Papers concerning construction project

management have increased from the start of 2015 to the end of 2019. The most infrequent papers

were those containing both C1 and C2 or all search criteria. The relative increase of papers from 2015

to 2019 was greatest for papers regarding automation or industrialisation in combination with project

management, increasing from 12 to 38 studies. Only 140 of the 1737 studies concerning construction

project management fulfilled another search criterion.
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abstracts or full texts. All search areas contained the following phrases; “building information”, 
“construction management”, “project management”, “project delivery” and “supply chain”. 
Criterion C1 papers were the only ones containing “information” in combination with 
“communication”. Papers fulfilling criterion C2 contained the phrase “industrial construction”, while 
the combination of “automation construction” only was found in the full text analysis from 201 –

. The phrases “building information” and “information modeling” was amongst the ten most 

results of the full text analysis show that “management” and “automation” were among th

Figure 7. The number of papers per search area and year.

The results presented in Figure 8 show the ten most common two word phrases in the titles,

abstracts or full texts. All search areas contained the following phrases; “building information”,

“construction management”, “project management”, “project delivery” and “supply chain”. Criterion

C1 papers were the only ones containing “information” in combination with “communication”.

Papers fulfilling criterion C2 contained the phrase “industrial construction”, while the combination

of “automation construction” only was found in the full text analysis from 2019–2020. The phrases

“building information” and “information modeling” was amongst the ten most common phrase in

papers fulfilling the C3 criterion. Indicating that research regarding construction project management

considers building information, but few of the other studied technologies. The results of the full text

analysis show that “management” and “automation” were among the most common in the phrases.
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Construction 4.0 techniques. The most frequent was “building information” OR “bim”, which is 
consistent with the results in Figure 8 showing that “building information” was among the ten most 

–

Figure 8. Most common two word phrases in the included papers.

Figure 9 shows the results from the search for specific two word phrases associated with

Construction 4.0 techniques. The most frequent was “building information” OR “bim”, which is

consistent with the results in Figure 8 showing that “building information” was among the ten most

common two word phrases of all search criteria. Generally, techniques associated with automation or

industrialisation were more common than those of information and communication. Prefabrication

requires information technologies to define and develop configurations, which is consistent with the

finding that this phrase was most common in C1 papers. The full text analysis shows that there has

been no significant increase in research regarding any of the studied techniques during 2019–2020.
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papers of each search criterion. All two word phrases with “environment*”, “life*cycle*”, “resource*” 
or “sustainab*” was identified. The environmental perspective is present in all of the search groups 

–

Figure 9. Presence of technologies associated with construction 4.0 in the included papers.

The availability of phrases containing sustainability and environmental terms were studied in

papers of each search criterion. All two word phrases with “environment*”, “life*cycle*”, “resource*”

or “sustainab*” was identified. The environmental perspective is present in all of the search groups and

the full text analysis, as shown in Figure 10. Phrases containing environment and sustainability were

most common in C2 and C3 papers, while lifecycle was most frequent in C1 papers. The environmental

terms were among the least common in the 2019–2020 full text analysis, which indicates that studies

with this perspective are not increasing.

papers of each search criterion. All two word phrases with “environment*”, “life*cycle*”, “resource*” 
or “sustainab*” was identified. The environmental perspective is present in all of the search groups 

–

 

Figure 10. The occurrence of terms associated with the environment and sustainability for each

search criterion.
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6. Discussion

The development of technologies associated with the fourth industrial revolution will change the

AECO industry. Digital processes can facilitate the development of standardised products based on

evidence from large amounts of data, which can optimise quality and functionality [24]. Automated

construction can streamline realisation and prevent product deviation [6]. However, this review shows

that studies concerning Construction 4.0 technologies are uncommon in the context of construction

projects. Digital analyses of data from construction projects provide information that may optimise

the use of automation and industrialisation techniques [6], but the combination of criteria C1 and

C2 were among the least common. It is essential to explore the synergy effects of Construction 4.0

techniques in construction projects to optimise benefits and meet future environmental challenges.

Scoping reviews have limitations since the purpose is to get an overview without more detailed quality

assessments of the included studies. The strengths of scoping reviews are that the method is systematic

and repeatable [37]. In this study, the standardised text analysis enables repeated measurements in

future studies. The base parameters for including papers ensured a common quality level but resulted

in the exclusion of some studies that fulfilled the search criteria. There may be papers with other search

criteria than the chosen in this study that addresses new technologies. However, the assessment was

that the analyses of the great number of papers provide a reliable overview of existing research gaps.

6.1. Information and Communication Technologies

A large part of construction project research focuses on the implementation of building information

modelling. In the longitudinal analyses, the findings show that information and communication

technologies in combination with project management were among the least common, with a maximum

of 21 papers in 2019. Information and communication technologies can facilitate the automation of

manual processes and improve the reliability of building information. For example, AI can automate

the processing of building information to support project management [31]. In the investigated papers,

artificial intelligence was among the least mentioned technologies. Construction sites can have remote

locations and 5G technology is a prerequisite to use ICT on site [25]. However, 5G was only present

in six papers of the over two thousand papers analysed. Internet of things is a technique that has

been under development for more than a decade and is currently under implementation, which can

improve the management and sustainability during a building lifecycle [3]. This technique was least

mentioned in project management papers despite the potential beneficial effect. Augmented reality

enables testing of functions during the design phase and visualising the decided configuration during

production, which is essential for delivering buildings with intended functionality [38]. In the text

analysis, augmented reality was present in 20 papers.

6.2. Automated and Industrial Techniques

Automation and industrialisation are interconnected with ICT and project management,

but combinations of these search criteria were only present in 9 and 144 papers, respectively. Additive

manufacturing makes building designs flexible regarding configuration and materials [3], which can

reduce material consumption [31]. Among the automation and industrialisation techniques, additive

manufacturing was most common in the full text analysis from 2019 to 2020. Use of robots enables

automation and several interconnected contributes to more industrialised construction operations [15].

Robotics is dependent on ICT techniques, such as 5G, for communications between different systems

and to access building information. There were no occurrences of robots in the ICT papers of this

review. Standardised realisation methods customised for specific configurations increases efficiency

and prevents end-product deviations [6]. Prefabrication of building parts and modules are already a

reality in construction and papers from all search groups contained this technique, but was mostly

mentioned in C1 papers indicating a close relation to ICT [39].
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6.3. Environmental Perspective of New Technologies

Regarding the environmental perspective of Construction 4.0 technologies, it was present in

papers of all search criteria. Use of AI technologies to analyse and interpret large amounts of data can

provide clear definitions of building configurations [5]. Thus, unnecessary construction work due to

ambiguities can be reduced [14]. Prefabrication and additive manufacturing enable the use of new

materials and control over resource extraction [31]. The full text analysis of papers from 2019–2020

showed no increase regarding the environmental perspective. In fact, the environmental phrases in

those studies were among the least frequent. Most common were the environmental phrases in studies

of project management and automatisation or industrialisation. The resource perspective was least

considered in ICT studies, even though digital analyses and AI applications have the potential to

optimise and decrease material consumption. At present, the environmental impact of the AECO

industry is significant and any measures that reduce it are important to increase sustainability [7].

7. Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to explore to which extent information and communication,

automation or industrialisation technologies were present in studies of construction projects. In addition,

the presence of environmental phrases was studied. Findings from this review clearly show that there

are extensive research gaps regarding studies exploring new technologies in the context of construction

projects. Eight percent of the papers addressing construction project management from 2015 to

2019 also considered information and communication, automation or industrialisation techniques.

Studies that contained more than one search criterion from 2015 to 2020 were found in nine percent of

the papers. These findings indicate that the synergy perspective is underexplored. Environmental

phrases were most uncommon in papers from 2019 to 2020, which implies that this perspective of

new technologies is not increasingly studied. Implementation of new technologies will change the

management of construction projects with increased automation of operations. The value of this study

is the identification of research gaps regarding new technologies in the context of construction projects.

Studies that investigate the synergy effects of combining technologies should increase. For example,

reliable real time digital twins of buildings require exploration of what technologies that require

integration. At construction sites, this may include digital analysis, 5G for accessibility and robots that

continuously scan the building during production. Furthermore, studies of how new technologies

may be used to define and maintain intended configurations can contribute to reducing unnecessary

construction work and material consumption. Hence, reduce environmental impact and increase

sustainability of construction projects.

Supplementary Materials: The references for the papers investigated in text analysis are available online at
http://www.mdpi.com/2075-5309/10/10/173/s1.
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